Novel low-energy structures are found on the potential energy surfaces of the neutral, cationic and anionic gold clusters Au Z 5≤n≤8 (Z = 0, ±1) and on the neutral potential energy surface of Au 9 . These structures provide new insights on the 2D ⇒ 3D transition in small neutral and charged gold clusters. It is demonstrated that the size threshold for the 2D -3D coexistence is lower for cationic than neutral gold clusters: the 2D -3D coexistence develops for Au 
I. Introduction
Finite gold clusters are very common building blocks for nanostructured materials, electronic devices and novel nanocatalytic systems and as such, they have triggered numerous experimental and theoretical studies (Refs. [1, 2] and references therein).
Some of them have shown that neutral and charged gold clusters favor 2D structures to unusually large sizes [3, 4] due very strong relativistic effects [5] . The motivation of the present work is to investigate in details the 2D -3D coexistence for neutral clusters of gold and to extend it on the positively and negatively charged ones. Before discussing our own results and the new structures that we identify, we start this Introduction with a brief review of previous works on small gold clusters.
In one of the first ab initio calculations of small neutral and charged clusters of gold Au 4, 5 , based on the size-consistent, SCF-based modified coupled pair functional (MCPF) method in conjunction with the Hay-Wadt 19-(5s 2 5p 6 5d 10 6s) valence electron relativistic effective core potential (RECP), Bauschlicher et al. [6] predicted the most stable Au 5 cluster to be a planar W-shape of C 2v symmetry (see Figure 1 ). This geometry was later confirmed by Bravo-Pérez et al. [7] within the second-and fourthorder perturbation Møller-Plesset (MP2 and MP4) method with the same Hay-Wadt RECP and by Grönbeck and Andreoni [8] who used a variety of density functional (DF) methods. The 3D Au 5 clusters were reported to be higher in energy. Two lowenergy trigonal bipyramid structures were found 0.42 and 0.95 eV above the W-shape in Ref. [7] (0.79 eV in Ref. [9] within the LDA PW91 method). The LSDA method with the Perdew-Zunger parametrization of the Ceperley-Alder data for the electron gas [8] also favors the trigonal pyramid as the most stable 3D structure of Au 5 , though 0.72 eV higher than the W-form. The square pyramid is found 0.87 eV above the W-structure [8] . However, the BLYP density functional with the same RECP slightly reverses this order: the square pyramid lies 1.00 eV above the W-form while the trigonal pyramid is somewhat higher at 1.03 eV [8] . Using the BP86 DF method together with the Stuttgart 19e-RECP, Bonačić-Koutecký et al. [10] found that the C 2v trigonal bipyramid is 0.930 eV higher than the W-structure. For anionic five-gold clusters, the square pyramid becomes more stable compared to the trigonal one (0.88 vs. 1.14 eV for LSDA and 1.05 vs. 1.25 eV for BLYP) [8] .
The global minimum of the six-gold cluster possesses a planar, D 3h -symmetry triangular structure [7] . The pentagonal pyramid is energetically higher by 0.44 eV [7] .
Due to this smaller 2D -3D energy difference compared to that predicted for five-gold clusters, it was then suggested that "probably at n = 7 a 3D form could be the most stable or at least in degeneracy with a planar stable isomer" (Ref.
[7b], p. 663). However, as reported in Ref. [10] , the pentagonal pyramid lies 0.914 eV higher than the triangular cluster. In contrast, using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), the pentagonal bipyramid is found to be the lowest energy structure, 0.16 eV below the planar hexagonal structure [9] .
Häkkinen and Landman [3, 4] theoretically predicted that the 2D ⇒ 3D transition occurs for Au n and Au − n when n ≥ 8 and n ≥ 7, respectively (see also Ref. [11] for a study of the pyramidal Au 7 cluster with D 5h symmetry and Ref. [12] for recent studies of the adsorption of methanol on gold clusters). It has recently been shown by Bonačić-Koutecký et al. [10] that 3D structures appear to be higher the 2D ones for n = 7 − 10 by 0.528 eV (n = 7), 0.530 eV (n = 8; for opposite results for n = 7 and 8 see the recent work [9] ), 0.224 eV (n = 9), and 0.285 eV (n = 10). Interestingly, the differences in the binding energies per atom between the 2D ground-state and the lowest-energy 3D structures calculated in this work [10] fall from 0.19 eV for n = 5 and 0.15 eV for n = 6 to 0.02 -0.03 eV for n = 7 − 9. A simple structural rule has been proposed in this study [10] : the ground-state structures of Au 4≤n≤7 can be derived by adding a single Au atom to the lowest-energy structure Au n−1 and forming an additional triangular subunit. This rule has been suggested to be a manifestation of the strong s − d hybridization and of the preference for the directional d-character bonds over the isotropic s-ones. However, this structural motif disappears for Au 8 where the square is capped by four atoms of gold on each side [10] . The 2D -3D boundary for the neutrals was recently further extended to at least n = 13 [3] . The recent gas-phase mobility experiments by Furche et al. [13] have demonstrated that planar anionic gold clusters are more stable for sizes as large as n = 9 − 11. On the other hand, similar experiments on the cationic gold clusters, supported by the GGA DF computations with the S-VWN+Becke-Perdew (BP86) parametrization together with the Stuttgart RECP, showed that Au + n are 2D for n = 3 − 7 and 3D for n = 8 − 13 [14] .
Understanding the 2D -3D transition in small neutral and charged gold clusters is the main theme of the present work. The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to a brief outline of the computational approach that is based on three commonly used relativistic effective core potentials. In Sections III -VI we provide a systematic analysis of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) of Au Z 5≤n≤8 (Z = 0, ±1) and identify therein a variety of novel structures that bring new insights on the 2D ⇒ 3D transition. In Section VII we demonstrate the 2D -3D coexistence on the PES of neutral Au 9 . To conclude, the emerging trends of the 2D-3D transition as a function of the size, charge and odd or even number of electrons of the small gold clusters studied here are discussed in Section VIII.
II. Computational Methodology
All computations of gold clusters reported in the present work were carried out with the hybrid density functional B3LYP potential in conjunction with a variety of energyconsistent 19-(5s 2 5p 6 5d 10 6s) valence electron RECPs including the Los Alamos double-zeta type RECP LANL2DZ (≡ A) [15] , the RECP developed by Ermler, Christiansen and co-workers (≡ B) with the primitive basis set (5s5p4d) [16] , and the RECP of the Stuttgart group (≡ C) with the basis set (8s7p6d)/[6s5p3d] [17] (see also Refs. [6, 7, 18] for the description of these RECPs). The reliability of the chosen RECPs has been assessed in Refs. [7, 10, 13, 14, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] by comparing the computed results for small gold clusters (dimer, trimer and their charged species) with the experimental data.
The GAUSSIAN 03 package of quantum chemical programs [23] was used throughout.
All geometrical optimizations were conducted with the keyword "tight".
The B3LYP DF has recently been used for the gold clusters [20, [24] [25] [26] and to strengthen the credibility of the present conclusions, the BP86/A and PW91/A methods are also used for some key structures studied in this work. It is the well-known fact that DF methods favor planar structures for gold clusters (see Refs. [10, 18] and references therein). Since the present work focuses on the 2D -3D transitions in the neutral and charged gold clusters studied by means of these methods, we have to estimate the DFT/RECP error in energy within which given Au clusters are treated as almost energetically equivalent.
A value of the DFT/RECP error in energy based on the BP86/C method was proposed in Ref. [10] . It is defined as the energy difference between 2D and 3D structures for Au 9 clusters and equal to ≈ 0.2 eV (≈ 4 kcal·mol −1 ; on p. 3124 of Ref. [10] this error is equal to 0.224 eV or 5.16 kcal/mol). As reported above, such a magnitude is in agreement with the error found in estimating of the s − d orbital energy gap at the B3LYP/B and B3LYP/C compared to the experimental data. We suggest to take this value as the error margin for the B3LYP/RECP methods used here to study the 2D -3D transitions in neutral and charged gold clusters. We futhermore demonstrate in Section VII, devoted to the neutral Au 9 clusters, that the two criteria, viz., the energy difference between 2D and 3D structures as used in Ref. Table 2 ).
The harmonic vibrational frequencies and corresponding zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) were calculated at all employed B3LYP/X levels (X = A, B, and C) in order to determine the topology of the stationary points. The electronic energies calculated by means of the B3LYP DF with the basis sets A, B, and C are hereby reported in the following order: Energy B3LY P/A (Energy B3LY P/A + ZPVE) [Energy B3LY P/B
(Energy B3LY P/B + ZPVE); Energy B3LY P/C (Energy B3LY P/C + ZPVE)]. The BP86/A values are given in curly brackets whereas the PW91/A ones appear in the double curly brackets. Similar notations are used for the optimized geometrical parameters.
The vertical electron detachment energy, VDE, is calculated as the total energy difference between the anionic and neutral clusters, both taken in the anionic optimized geometry without the ZPVE. The adiabatic electron affinity, EA a and ionization energy, IE a , are calculated as the total energy difference between the anionic and cationic clusters, respectively, and the parent neutral cluster in their optimized geometries.
III. Au
Z 5
The PES of the neutral gold cluster Au 5 includes four low-energy planar structures that are shown in Figure 1 . In full agreement with all the earlier studies [4, 6-10, 19, 29] , at all the employed computational levels, the global minimum is the nonpolar, trapezoidal W-shape cluster Au eV, respectively at the BP86/A (PW91/A) computational levels (cf. with E HL↑ = 1.51 eV in Ref. [9] and 1.37 eV in Ref. [29] ). The B3LYP DF method estimates them at about 2.5 and 2.2 eV, respectively ( Table 2) .
The next structure, by increasing energy, is the X-shape nonpolar cluster Au is distinct from the V-structure shown in Figure 4 of Ref. [18] (see also note [31] ).
These two low-energy anions Au [18] , and 3.09 eV [30] .
Obviously, such comparison is fairly satisfactory. Let us recall that the neutral parent
is the ground-state cluster Au involves the breaking of two Au-Au bonds and its barrier is estimated to be as large as 15 kcal·mol −1 (see Table 2 ). Since a similar transition barrier exists on the anionic PES, Au
I−
5 is metastable and that may be why it is this isomer that has been observed experimentally. It would be interesting to detect experimentally the actual ground-state anion Au
III− 5
reported here for the first time (see note [35] ).
We also demonstrate that two electrons can be simultaneously attached to Au by 28.8 kcal·mol −1 (28.6 kcal·mol −1 with ZPVE). It is responsible for the second adiabatic electron affinity (see note [32] ). Such dianion may therefore exist only in solvent or condensed phase (see Ref.
[36] for current review) rather than in the gas phase implying that there is no contradiction with the statement that the smallest stable dianion is Au Table 1 ). The enthalpy ∆H f of formation of Au (Au 5 ) = 7.56 (7.72) [41] and 7.78 (7.83) eV [9] . While the ionization pathways from Au is almost isoenergetic to Au I+ 5 . It is 0.3 kcal·mol −1 higher at the B3LYP/A and 0.1 kcal·mol −1 at the B3LYP/B after ZPVE (cf. 2.08 kcal·mol −1 in Ref. [41] [42, 33] (compare with the earlier theoretical data: 2.05 eV [4, 6] , 2.06 eV [9] and 1.74 eV [29] ; see also the recent work [43] ). The IR strongest Au-Au stretching mode (doublet; 6 [5; 5] km·mol −1 ) is predicted at 167
Under ionization Au I 6 retains its planar triangular structural form [14] . Figure 2 displays the cation Au I+ 6 whose geometry is compared to that of Au Table 3 . Inspecting Table 3 , it is worth mentioning that the B3LYP/B bond lengths of Au I+ 6 practically resemble those calculated in Ref. [14] , using the DF BP86 and the RECP C augmented by additional polarization and diffuse functions optimized for the neutral We do not find any new clusters on the low-energy section of the PES of Au 6 .
Notice that, as mentioned in Introduction, the pentagonal pyramid lies 0.44 eV higher
The energy difference increases to 0.65 eV [18] while using the MP2 method in conjunction with the 19-electron Stuttgart-type RECP C ′ defined in Ref. [18] and to 0.89 eV at the BPW/B computational level. However, new ones are identified on the respective cationic and anionic PESs. There are two lowenergy structures on the anionic PES (see Figure 2 and Table 3 is indirect and occurs through a barrier.
There are three low-energy clusters Au , and Au
on the cationic PES shown in Figure 2 (see also Table 3 for their geometrical parameters). In fact, they are all cationic isomers of the neutral Au is predicted in Ref. [14] for the DF BP86 with the RECP C augmented by additional polarization and diffuse functions optimized for the neutral Au 3 cluster). In terms of the Gibbs free energy, the present order holds (with the corresponding difference of about 1 kcal/mol) at room temperature. The third one, Au
, is 3D and somewhat less stable (by 5 -7 kcal·mol −1 ) than Au I+ 6 . Since this energy difference is close to the estimated energy error of the DF methods, this indicates that the 2D -3D demarcation line appears at lower energies for the positively charged even-sized gold clusters than for their neutral even-sized parents.
Adding a single gold atom to Au Figure 3 and its optimized geometrical parameters are gathered in Table 4 including those computed within the BP86/A method. Au Our computations show that seven is the smallest number of gold atoms leading to a cluster whose neutral PES contains a low-lying 3D structure. This is the novel 3D Au II 7 cluster that is higher in energy than Au . Figure 3 shows that the three dimensionality arises from capping one of edge triangles of Au , which is structurally similar to its parent neutral. Au This Upon electron attachment, the low-energy 3D cluster Au II 7 found in this work exhibits a 3D to 2D conversion that leads to the novel planar structure Au II− 7 . It is shown in Figure 3 (see also Table 4 for its geometry) and characterized by rather large VDE(Au shown in Figure 3 (see Table 4 and note [48] ). The latter is a novel structure obtained by adding a single gold atom to one of the edge atoms of Au (see Table 3 [51] meaning that the computational level B3LYP/C slightly favors the cation Au
As shown in Figure 3 , this cation Au To end this Section, let us mention another neutral structure Au is also shown in this Figure 3 and determines a rather high barrier of ≈17.7 kcal·mol −1 governing the breaking of the Au 2 -Au 5 bond.
VI. Au Table 4 ) shorter than between each pair of 4-coordinated atoms. Each pair of opposite atoms belonging to the central square are unbounded, forming thus a sort of hole since the corresponding distances of ca. 4.0Å exceed twice the van der Waals radius of gold (3.32Å). It is worth noticing that the formation of Au [52]. This is a manifestation of the 2D ⇔ 3D transition that occurs on the cationic PES of eight gold atoms. The optimized geometries and some other properties of these three cationic clusters are presented in is the most stable anionic cluster is a well established fact [13] . Its structure is displayed in Figure 4 . Two other low-energy clusters: the planar Au II− 8 which is 7.1 (7.0) [6.9 (6.8); 6.6 (6.6)] kcal·mol −1 higher than Au are shown in Figure 4 as well (see also and 2.94 eV [30] . Note that the 3D anion Au
is stable under attaching e − , that is, the dianion Au
III2− 8
, which becomes 2D and whose structure is displayed in Figure   4 (see also and therefore exists as a long-lived metastable dianion.
VII. The Low-Energy Section of the PES of Au 9
As we have seen in the previous Sections, the planar triangular motif works only for the neutral and anionic ground-state clusters Au I 6−8 and not for the cationic ones. Does it mean that it is applicable for all larger clusters or is there some threshold size of gold clusters for which this structural rule is no longer valid?
We show in this Section that n = 9 is in fact such a threshold. The structures of the low-energy nine gold atom clusters, displayed in Figure 5 (see also The reported four structures of Au 9 can be considered as nearly isoenergetic due to the definition of the accepted of the DF/RECP methods for the gold clusters (see Ref.
[10] and Section II).
Comparing the neutral PESs of 6 -9 gold atoms, we conclude that the three planar low-energy structures Au and Au IV 9 originates from Au −1 between the 2D ground-state W-form and the 3D pyramid discussed in Ref. [10] . On the PES of Au 7 , this gap is significantly reduced to ≈ 6 kcal·mol −1 due to the existence of the novel 3D cluster Au II 7 . For n = 9, the gap is essentially closed: the novel 3D structure Au II 9 coexists on almost equal energetical footing with three 2D structures, two of which, including the slightly most stable one, 7 . This implies that the former has a higher catalytic activity despite its smaller binding energy and therefore deserves to be experimentally tested. The spin imbalance of the HOMO-LUMO gap, E HL↑ -E HL↓ , decreases from 0.57 eV at n = 5 to 0.28 eV at n = 7 and 0.14 eV at n = 9 (Au gives rise on the anionic PES to the anion Au III− 5 which has been found to be the most stable one, in contrast with previous experimental and theoretical works reporting that the ground anionic state is the W-shape structure which lacks its neutral 3D parent. On the other hand, the case n = 7 is directly related to the ionization of the ground-state neutral 2D cluster Au possesses its 3D parent image Au II 7 on the neutral PES which however, as already discussed above, is less stable than Au In addition, the present computational study clearly demonstrates that another cationic cluster Au
(see Figure 3) , originating from the neutral planar honeycomb structure Au III 7 , is also 3D (at the B3LYP/A and B3LYP/B computational levels). As reported in Section V, it is almost isoenergetic to Au by about 9.6 kcal·mol −1 (B3LYP/A), is 3D too (see Figure 3) . Altogether, this means that in the low-energy section of the PES of Au . At n = 8, the energy offset between the 2D ground-state cluster Au [47] Note that the planar structure II reported to be lying 2.26 kcal·mol −1 higher relative to Au [48] Note that the anionic structure 7B reported in Ref. [30] and resembling the structure of the neutral cluster Au [49] This is a difference between the results for the ground-state structure on the PES of the neutral gold cluster of seven atoms, presented in Refs. [4, 10] and this work.
Note that in Ref. [4] , Au
was predicted to be the global minimum.
[50] In some sense, Au
resembles the 2D structure of the cation Au symmetry obtained in Ref. [14] . However, the present B3LYP/A and B3LYP/B calculations show that Au
is undoubtedly a highly-symmetric 3D structure.
[51] It is suggested in Ref. [14] . As suggested in Ref. [14] , the mobility data (69.4Å 2 )
rules out "the planar isomer" (Au ), "which means that in this case the lowest energy DFT structure is not found in the experiment". We assume that the structure which might be determined in such ion mobility experiments is referred to Au Table 6 . , and Au 
